PROGRAMME CHANGES

Please note the following changes in the programme. Any further changes will be displayed in the announcement board by the registration desk.

- The following talks has been moved to Posters Session CP04:

- The following talk and session will start at 15:30 rather than 15:50:
  - **C897**: M. Fernandes, W. Distaso, F. Zikes Tailing tail risk in the hedge fund industry” of the session CS64 ”Heavy-tailed financial econometrics” Room: MAL B34. (Abstract page 33)

- Cancellations:
  - **C146**: Iolanda lo Cascio, Andrea Cipollini. Testing for contagion: a time scale decomposition. (Session CS20, Parallel session J. Abstract page 78).
  - **C145**: Andrea Cipollini, George Kapetanios, George Chortareas. Forecasting financial distress in emerging markets. (Session CS72, Parallel session L. Abstract page 103).
  - **C809**: E. Marceau, H. Cossette. Aggregation and capital allocation for portfolios of dependent risks. (Session CS37, Parallel session B. Abstract page 6).

- The session CS72 (Parallel session L) will be chaired by Costanza Torricelli.
- The session CS20 (Parallel session J) will be chaired by Stephen Kessler.